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A Vision for Growth

Connectivity
Improved connectivity at all levels

The West and Wales Strategic Rail Prospectus presents a new
vision to transform rail connectivity in an area with a greater
GVA than Birmingham, Leeds or Sheffield.

Access to local
labour markets

This vision ensures the many benefits of HS2 will be fully realised
and connections between communities and businesses across
manufacturing, life sciences, logistics and energy will be further
developed and supported.
The vision has been created through a unique and dynamic
collaboration between the public and private sector, spanning
two countries and multiple local authorities, and has brought
these disparate organisations together for the first time to
present this united, strategic case for rail investment.
Investment on this scale will address long-term barriers to
growth and deliver opportunities for generations to come.

Key employment and education
sites poorly served by rail (2%
commuter journeys) with 5
Enterprise Zones locally.

West and Wales
Strategic Rail
Prospectus

Access to
regional markets
Link skill & jobs with
improved rail access
to Manchester,
Liverpool and the
Midlands markets to
accelerate growth.

Access to
international markets
Manchester Airport (24.5
million passengers)
annually, Liverpool
Airport and Liverpool
Port development offer
huge international
connectivity
and potential.

Please support us.

Access to UK markets
Crewe, with HS2, and effective
connection with NPR will
connect West and Wales to
Northern Powerhouse and
Midlands Engine.

Contact
T: 01244 976704
E: Ruth.Wojtan@cheshirewestandchester.gov.uk
www.growthtrack360.com

Maximising growth by extending
the beneﬁts of HS2
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Vision

Context

Outcomes of investment

Warrington New City
68,000 new jobs
41,000 new homes

Maximise
beneﬁts of HS2

create an economy that
works for everybody
with inclusive growth

West and Wales as one
integrated network
North Wales and
Mersey Dee Alliance

Our
Vision
Rail as a viable
alternative
to the car

become 20%
more productive
per resident than
the UK average

70,000 new jobs
63,000 new homes
£50.5 billion GVA target

Cheshire and
Warrington LEP

High quality,
well connected
links

Achieve economic
transformation through
rail connectivity

120,000 new jobs
127,000 new homes
50 billion GVA target

Constellation
120,000 new jobs
100,000 new homes

Population
2.1 million

Geography

A vision which dovetails with Transport for the North’s strategy.

West and Wales covers 3 Local Enterprise Partnerships, (Cheshire
and Warrington, Stoke and Staffordshire, Marches) North Wales
and constituent Local Authorities. It also reflects the Transport
for the North’s Strategic Development Corridors.

grow our combined
economy to over £100
billion GVA

Targeted
investment
in our rail
network will
help us:

create over
300,000 new
jobs across the
geography

build over
200,000 new homes

Targeted investment in our rail network is key to unlocking our
economic potential, opening opportunities for new homes and
employment prospects. The degree to which our ambitions become
a reality will depend on the level of investment in transport from all
sources before the arrival of both HS2 and NPR. If HS2 and NPR are to
be well received and well used by residents/businesses from West and
Wales there needs to be a commitment to investment in rail travel in
the region, and a solution at Crewe that maximises the connectivity.

